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An Oil & Gas giant approached 6 Group to develop a succession
plan for their Exploration Leadership team. The initial objective
was to build an external talent pool of senior leaders whose
experience and skills would be well-suited to their organisation
and their exploration strategy.
After consulting with the existing Exploration Leadership Team and reviewing the findings of their recent skills
gap analysis, it was agreed that we should map and maintain a pool of 20 director-level explorationists.
PHASE 1
To establish a solid foundation for this exercise we;
•
•
•
•

Gathered up-to-date info on the business objectives (short, medium and long-term) of their Exploration
division
Agreed the must-have functional and behavioural competencies for the senior job grades in this discipline
Familiarised ourselves with the data capture and migration requirements so we could tailor our candidate
Management system to mirror theirs
Collated all of the information and created a client-branded attraction pack for their target talent

PHASE 2
This phase consisted of two activities; Identification & Selection.
Identification
Given the objective of establishing a pool of 20 suitable candidates, we set a target of identifying approximately
60 potentials working on a 3:1 fall-out ratio.
To identify a sufficient number of potential pool members we;
•
•
•

Mapped and headhunted from an agreed list of target companies
Data-mined relevant job sites and 6's own database and established search-agents on each of these sites
Leveraged society membership and alumni sites to which we have privileged access given the background of
our company directors

Selection
As we identified potential pool members, we assessed their suitability using a consistent competency-based
selection methodology.
The selection sequence was as follows;
1. Exploratory conversation to establish experience, personal circumstances and motivations
2. Competency-based interview to gather evidence of pre-requisite skills/experience
3. Candidate report prepared using a uniform template
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This approach enabled us to effectively rank the candidates in terms of their experience, skills and level of interest.
It also provided us with the opportunity to give constructive feedback on strengths and areas for development to
each candidate, which in itself proved to be very powerful attraction tool.
Challenge
Some potentially suitable candidates refused to commit time to a competency-based assessment when there
were no immediate vacancies. Such occasions were flagged with our client a tailored approach was agreed on a
case by case basis.
PHASE 3
Talent Pool Maintenance
For a variety of reasons, individuals moved out of the talent pool and this phenomenon was managed as part of
the ongoing maintenance effort to ensure that we always had the same number in the pool.
The same Senior Recruiter was engaged to oversee the maintenance of the talent pool which helped to really
strengthen the relationship with the talent pool members.
With their discipline expertise they were privy to the latest developments in the upstream sector and had
relationships with exploration specialists at the right level and were able to make an accurate benchmark
assessment of each candidate.
To protect the quality of the talent pool, we;
•
•
•
•
•

Attended networking events, conferences and trade shows
Contacted every member of the pool by phone/Skype
Provided members with updates on latest developments
Kept the attraction pack up-to-date
Regularly refreshed the search-agents

At the end of each month we provided a detailed report on the talent pool highlighting any major developments
and the upcoming availability of any members. We also collated the information that we had gathered on their
reputation in the market, general market conditions and remuneration scales for the Exploration discipline.
RESULT
6 Group was asked to recruit four of the required Exploration Directors within the talent pool. Given the work 6
had done previously, we successfully acquired the sought-after Directors within four weeks and ultimately saved
the client a total of 30% in recruitment costs in comparison with typical executive search fees.
Also, as a result of having this talent pool, our client has been able to:
•
•
•

Significantly enhance their employer brand with the world’s leading explorationists
Benchmark internal talent against an external peer group in terms of experience, academic, skills and salary
Immediately engage one of the explorationists from the talent pool to provide their expert input on a West
Africa operation
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